Position Title: Janitorial

Level: Full-Time, Year-Round – Hourly (Non-Exempt)

Reports to: Maintenance Manager

PRIMARY FUNCTION: Responsible for janitorial duties throughout all of the buildings and some grounds areas in accordance with management instructions and guidelines.

MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Clean the interior of buildings including floors, carpet, rugs, windows and walls
- Disinfect commonly used items like desks, door handles, office tools and phones
- Maintain cleaning inventory, placing orders for new products when needed
- Remove debris and snow from sidewalks
- Empty trash and recycling bins
- Stock and maintain supply rooms
- Clean and maintain restrooms
- Washing and clean windows and mirrors
- Notify supervisors of unsafe conditions
- Operate floor scrubbers and other equipment
- Dust furniture and fixtures
- Ability to clean and disinfect various surfaces

GENERAL SKILLS:

- Must be willing to take instructions and assignments and complete up to management’s standards
- Possess people and customer service skills and work cooperatively with all park staff
- Must demonstrate pride in the park, its brand, mission and core values
- Must abide by all GMSF policies and procedures
- Must be task oriented and possess high professional and personal integrity
- Must attend all required park functions, events, classes, meetings and workshops

EDUCATION: High School diploma or equivalent.

AGE RESTRICTIONS: Must be at least 21 years of age

SAFETY AND HEALTH REQUIREMENTS:

- Must be able to stand, walk and bend for extended periods of time.
- Must be able to lift at least 50 lbs.
• Responsible for personal health and safety
• Must adhere to Park-wide 20 mph speed limit (2 mph thru front gate)
• Follow all GMSF safety and first aid guidelines

Fill out the General Application here.